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It looks like it will be another interesting year for markets, as our very slow recuperation from 

the credit crisis enters its seventh year.  

If you took a whirlwind world tour, you would see that the US economy is looking in fine fettle, 

with the UK not too far behind, despite the sluggish European recovery, and the short term 

uncertainty about this year’s election. However, Japan and Europe are still struggling, while 

emerging markets have cooled, as they often do when the US Dollar strengthens, increasing the 

cost of any debt that they have. China’s growth has steadied to about 7% pa, and its property 

market is falling, and Russia, Iraq, Venezuela and Nigeria are being badly hurt by the fall in oil 

prices.  On the other hand, India is definitely experiencing a resurgence in investor interest under 

its new leadership in the form of the charismatic Narendra Modi, who took over in May 2014. 

However, probably the most important change which will help kick start the economies of all oil 

importing nations in 2015 is the decline in the price of oil/diesel/petrol, from $US110 a barrel to 

$US45 today (graph below). This fall will act like a tax cut for both manufacturers and 

consumers, giving us all a little extra cash to spend on other things. Consumers’ purchases 

determine about 70% of the economic growth in the UK and the US, so this is very positive 

news. The International Monetary Foundation (IMF) estimates that the change will increase 

global growth in both 2015 and 2016 by about 0.5%pa, and this was when the price had fallen to 

$80.  Oil is sold in US Dollars, hence the Dollar’s continued rise against sterling will temper the 

impact for us in the UK, but we should still see prices at the pump come down further in 2015. 

The price of oil is twice as important for consumers in the emerging markets, eg India, China and 

Indonesia, so they should be even more positively impacted than the developed world. 
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What happened in the Investment Markets last year? 

As you will see from the graphs below, overall returns were much more subdued in 2014, 

compared to the stellar returns that we experienced in 2013. Over the last 12 months, the 

FTSE100 (measures prices of the top 100 stocks in the UK, assuming reinvested dividends), 

returned just 0.7%, while the average UK Equity Income fund returned 2.8%. In contrast, in 

2013, the FTSE100 returned 14%, while the average UK Equity Income fund returned 22%. 

2014 Returns for an average UK Equity Income Fund (blue), Global Equity Markets (red), the 

FTSE 100 (green), the Halifax UK Residential Property Market (orange), the average 

Commercial Property Fund (purple) and the UK Fixed Interest market (turquoise)  
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The best performer last year was commercial property (purple line), up 11%, while fixed interest 

funds (turquoise) weren’t far behind, as they unexpectedly sprang back into life with a 10% rise, 

after falling 1% in 2013. Commercial property is expected to rise a further 9% in 2015, while 

fixed interest is expected to make 4%.  

House prices did a lot better than the expected 7% (orange line), with a rise of 10% in 2014, 

although it was 7% outside London. However, affordability remains an issue, as banks have 

tightened lending rules, driven by the Bank of England’s concern about a price bubble, especially 

in London. Outside London, despite property undersupply, and positive stamp duty changes, the 

market is expected to cool further. Savills is forecasting a 2% rise in UK house prices for 2015, 

while the Halifax and the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) both predict 3% overall, 

including East Anglia. RICS expects a fall of 5% in London, where stamp duty changes, and 

Labour’s Mansion Tax have been casting a pall over the market. Lenders are also reporting falls 

in mortgage demand from both home and buy to let owners. 

Five Year Returns for an average UK Equity Income Fund (blue), Global Equity Markets (red), 

the FTSE 100 (green), the Halifax UK Residential Property Market (orange), the average 

Commercial Property Fund (purple) and the UK Fixed Interest market (turquoise) 

As can be seen above, over the last five years, UK equity income funds (blue) have returned the 

most, with 62%, global equities have returned 46%, while the FTSE100 of UK stocks has lagged 

a little lately with 45%, hindered by its large oil and commodity weightings. Fixed interest (light 

green) is up 40%, commercial property (purple) is up 33%, while residential house prices have 

increased by 12%, although buy-to-let owners should get some income after expenses as well. 
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The US 

As usual, this market tends to drive global investment markets. Unusually the consensus of 

almost all top investment strategists is that this stockmarket is likely to perform well for another 

year in 2015, while company earnings continue to rise, albeit at a slower rate, despite starting to 

look a little expensive. They are regarding it as the global ‘safe haven’ at the moment, as it is 

relatively insulated from global issues, as it mainly trades within the US rather than with others.  

This is also a country where ‘the car is king’ so its stocks tend to flourish when oil prices reduce. 

US shale oil producers produce 4% of the world’s oil, and they have helped the US economy to 

accelerate away lately, and they will be affected, but a lot have their financing in place, so they 

can survive on $30-$50 oil for the short term, and others have hedged the price, or moved to their 

most profitable blocks.  

The Dollar is also expected to strengthen further, as it seems likely interest rate rises will happen 

here first. Companies are cash rich, and the strong dollar and the amount of money held overseas 

due to tax reasons, looks likely to lead to more acquisitions around the world, more research and 

development and more product launches, which should all lead to greater profitability over the 

long term. The US is expected to have economic growth of 2.8% in 2015, compared to 2.4% in 

2014, and the World’s Bank forecast of 3% globally, while unemployment is down to 5.6% now. 

The UK 

FTSE100 performance, total return, including dividends, since January 1995, up 320%
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House Price Bubble, what bubble? House prices outside London are up 135%, over the same 

time period ie half the rise seen for equities

 

Average house prices are still 16% down from their peak (in contrast, FTSE total return is up 

39% since the 2007 peak). If you then adjust the figures for inflation, then house prices outside 

London, according to the Land Registry, are still 35% off their 2007 peak, as at end October 

2014. The average price of a property is 5.1 times that of an average man’s wage, while the 

historical average is 4.1, suggesting property is 28% overvalued. However, the rise of two 

income families isn’t allowed for, while currently low mortgage rates mean that those who can 

qualify for a mortgage are finding them more affordable than the past, only costing 34% of their 

wages, when this was 52% in 2007, helped by a further gradual 0.5% fall in rates in the second 

half of 2014. 

UK economic growth is likely to have been just under 3% last year, and despite a sluggish end to 

the year, the UK is likely to do similarly in 2015. The return of supermarket wars, and the £4bn 

that drivers will save from lower oil prices, will help the man on the street. This will allow 

interest rates to remain at 0.5% for longer, with a rise to 0.75% not being forecast by the market 

until late in 2015 at the earliest, which further boosts the current value of equities and their 

dividends. UK based investors will also gain from any dollar profits that companies make, if 

sterling continues to decrease compared to the Dollar. Valuations are at about average value, 14 

times its cyclically adjusted price earnings ratio, so history would suggest the UK equity market 

would return about 5% pa after inflation on average, over the next ten years (see Appendix 1 for 

the details), however this is not guaranteed! 
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Unemployment has fallen to 6% (orange line on graph below), and both the number of people in 

full time employment, and consumer confidence levels are back at pre-crisis levels.  Pay is also 

growing faster (1.6%pa) than inflation (0.5%pa), increasing consumer’s disposable income.  

 

Nonetheless, it is likely to be another volatile year, and the May election is likely to create some 

uncertainty, which investors never like, with the final result too close to call at this stage. 

However, despite concern from the business community about the Conservatives anti-Europe 

stance, and Labour’s perceived anti business stance, the result is likely to be another coalition, 

hence any future changes may well be tempered by partners in that coalition, fingers crossed ! 

Europe 

The latest European Union unemployment figure for November was 10% ( see graph above), 

falling to 5% in Germany. Meanwhile, in Italy, unemployment has been rising sharply since 

2007 (despite a brief recovery in 2011), and is now up to 13%. Spain, Portugal, Greece, Cyprus 

and Croatia are all also suffering from particularly high levels of unemployment, possibly 

leading to further social unrest, as we have seen more recently in France, but also in the Arab 

Spring that began in December 2010, again amongst the young unemployed youth, which 

resulted in the overthrow of the governments of Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and the Yemen. 

Much of the concern lately has been about the relatively tiny Greek economy, and the possibility 

again that it may try and leave if they do not yet again get bailed out by the EU. However a more 

important question is what is happening in Germany, where inflation, like the rest of Europe, has 

fallen to zero, while the very important export sector part of its economy is being hurt by the 

demise of oil dependent Russia and the slow down in China. The poor economic state and 

deflationary background in the EU should finally result in some quantitative easing/money 

printing here this year, probably four years late, but it may help confidence, although structural 

http://t.ymlp325.net/mujealauqmebazaeuyafauyumb/click.php
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reform in individual countries is what they really need, if they are to emulate the credit crisis 

clean up seen in the US and the UK. The markets are looking cheap, but it is for a good reason. 

Major Pension Change from 6th April 2015 

In March 2014, the government surprised everybody by announcing it was removing the 

requirement to buy an annuity for personal pensions or employer money purchase schemes (ie 

this does not apply for employer defined benefit schemes) from April 2015 onwards. It then went 

into consultation to see how these new flexi-access drawdown pension plans could be 

implemented in reality. Details are still amazingly sketchy for such a major overhaul of pension 

legislation, however in essence the changes will allow anyone who is 55 or older to access their 

pension by taking income or lump sums as and when they wish, while allowing the remainder to 

roll up in the same tax efficient way as before. The first 25% withdrawn will be tax-free as 

before, while any other money taken out will be subject to income tax. Pension providers will 

also levy charges for offering these services, as they do for income drawdown plans now.  

The government then followed this up in October 2014 with a further announcement about better 

death benefits for all pensions, including defined benefit schemes this time. Under the current 

regime, pension pots are taxed at 55% on death for lump sums when the person who dies is over 

75, or where they have moved into income drawdown. This will go down to 45% in the new 

world, and just subject to the beneficiary’s income tax from 2016/17. However, under the new 

rules, for the 20% of people who unfortunately die before 75 there will be no tax to pay, on the 

transfer to beneficiaries, or when they take the money, a huge benefit.  

This increases the importance of ensuring that your pension provider knows the right beneficiary 

that you want to benefit from your death now, as you may want to use some or all of your 

pension as an inheritance tax scheme under the new rules.  

In December 2014, yet another announcement came out, saying that anyone inheriting an 

annuity, usually from a spouse (usually 50% or 66% of the original amount) would not be liable 

for tax on that income. This could mean saving up to £10,000 in tax, (based on the average 

purchase price of £38,600, an average life expectancy, and a female inheritor aged 60 paying 

20% income tax) according to the Money Advice Service (3/12/14). 

ISAs 

They are also changing the rules for ISAs to allow spouses to pass their ISA allowance to their 

spouse for the ISAs they own when they die. The surviving spouse will in effect get a one-off 

boost to their total ISA limit. This began from 3/12/14, and applications can be made in April. 
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Appendix 1 

The price that you pay, is the biggest driver of future returns 

The best valuation/price measure to use is the cyclically-adjusted price/earnings (P/E) ratio. 

This is a valuation metric that uses a 10-year rolling average earnings series to smooth out the 

peaks and troughs of the corporate earnings cycle and offers almost 100 years of UK data with 

which we can create the chart below. This chart in turn allows us to address two questions – what 

is the valuation of the stockmarket today and, if we buy in at that level, what return does history 

suggest we will see? The cyclically adjusted P/E is currently 14, hence this suggests we should 

see a return over the next ten years of about 5%pa after inflation, although this isn’t guaranteed! 

 
 

This information is based on our understanding of current legislation, and the proposed new 

legislation.  Future changes in legislation may affect the information given above, and it is 

possible such changes may be implemented retrospectively. 

 


